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From N.s.c. -. ...... by Secretary Kissinger 

STATE OF THE UNION 

{\}\;~"" . 

{ l. ' " ~ 
At no time, in 'our history has the state of the nation depended more 

'J 
heavily on the state of the world. And seldom if ever has the state of 

the world depended more heavily on thE state of our nation. 

-- The eco.nomic crisis is global. We will not solve it at 

home unless we remedy the profound economic dislocation 

~ 
now afflicting the world. .lf1ire \Jorld trade an<!.monetary 

system.sprovidef 01 r markets abroad and our imports of 

vital raw materialsttprovides man 1 s basic needs for food, 
.,..., 

for energy, and for progress~ All this is dependent on a -
global system of orderly economic ties amd m dsdy growth. 

This international system is now in jeopardy. 

-- And it still is a world of political turmoil. This nation 

can be proud of significant achievements in recent years in 

solving problems and crises. The Berlin Agreement, the 

SALT agreements, our new relationship with China, the 

unprecedented efforts in the Middle East -- are of lasting 

significance. But the world is not free from crises. A world 

of 150 nations, proliferating nuclear technology, and con-

tinuing regional conflicts is a world in which international 

security eannot be taken for granted. 

, 
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~ kt there be no mistake about it: interdependence is a vital 

fact of our lives today. Interdependence is in the highest interests of the 

United States. This is not a moment for the American people to turn 

inward. More than at any time in a generation -- possibly in our history 
• 

our own well-being depends on America's determination and leadership 

in the world arena. 

Our economy produces one-third of the world's goods. 

Our economy, more than any other, determines the economic 

health of the rest of the world. But the converse is even more 

true -- that a strong US economy cannot exist in an economically 

sick world. 

We are ::.t::£::!::..:::;::i::::!:!::~ 
ment to international security has sustained the safety of allies 

and friends in many areas -- in the Middle East, in Europe, 

in Asia. Our turning away would unleash new instabilities 

and dangers around the globe which would in turn destroy our 

own security and tranquility. 

At the end of World War II, we turned a similar challenge into 

an historic achievement. An old order was in disarray; political and 

economic institutions were shattered. In that period this nation and 

its partners built new institutions, new mechanisms of mutual support 

, 
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and cooperation. We acted creatively, imaginatively, boldly. We 

overcame fear by seizing the initiative and shaping our own destiny. 

We did not seek such responsibilities. But we have borne them 

• 
successfully -- and thereby safeguarded our own interests and our own 

well-being. The whole world is watching to see how we respond today. 

So the measures we have on our agenda today are vital. A 

resurgent American economy would do more to restore the confidence of 

the world in its own future than anything else we can do. The program 

that this Congress will pass will demonstrate to the world that we have 

put our own house in order. It will demonstrate that this nation is able 

and willing to help other nations meet the common needs of man for 

energy, food, and progress. It will demonstrate that this nation has 

~it'Jt~ponsibility to lead us out of the current crisis. 

The Foreign Policy agenda is equally serious. 

At stake is the future of the industrialized democracies, 

who have perceived their destiny in common and sustained 

it in common for 30 years. Our decisive action now is 

essential --not simply to pool technology, but even more 

to recover our sense that our future is in our own hands, 

not at the mercy of external forces. The health of freedom 

in many countries will be affected by our success. 

, 
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The developing nations are also at a turning point. For 

the poorest nations, their ability to feed the hungry and their 

hopes for economic development are literally at stake. For 

the producers of raw materi~ls, their long-term economic 

future, too, depends on a cooperative solution to the current 

crisis. 

Our relations with the Communist countries are a basic 

determinant of the world environment. If we seek peace, 

we must seek to stabilize these relationships and build a 

long -term basis for our coexistence. We will stand by our 

principles and our interests; we will act firmly when challenged. 

But the kind of world we seek to build depends on a broad policy 

of creating mutual incentives for restraint and for cooperation. 

Let me say a word about Indochina. 

The United States paid dearly in blood and treasure to defend a 

brave ally against external attack. We succeeded, and then we came 

home. 50, 000 Americans died there; only a few years ago we were 

spending $30 billion a year. Today all that the Vietnamese ask of us 

is suffici~ :t~ maintain their own defense. The question 

we face is whether this country and this Congress --after all the 

, 
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sacrifices that have been made --will now deprive our brave allies 

of the mea~for their own defense. C/.<J ~ krf ,k..,_ ""'- -+f' ,..;{: 
~- ~. 

I will s ortly ask the Congress, therefore, for additional funds 

for economic and military aid to South Vietnam and Cambodia. The • 
world will judge from our action whether the United States is a nation 

within the limits of basic principles, my motto towards the Congress is 

communication, conciliation, compromise, and cooperation. 11 This is 

my enduring commitment. No foreign policy can be sustained without 

the understanding and support of the people and the Congress. The 

Congress, by its oversight and appropriations and its specific legislative 

responsibilities, helps define the broad outline of national policy. 

But I would not be fulfilling my responsibility as President 

for the conduct of our diplomacy if I did not fight -- and fight hard 

, 



PRESIDENT'S STATE OF THE UNION MESSAGE 
FOUR 'I'H DRA:FT 
January 14, 1975 

• 

Mr. Speaker, Mr. Vice President, Members of the 94th 

Congress and distinguished guests: 

Twenty six years ago a freshman Congressman, a young fellow 
) 

with lots of idealism who was out to change the world, stood 

before Speaker Sam Rayburn in the well of this House and solemnly 

swore to the same oath you took yesterday. That is an enabling 

and unforgettable experience, and I congratulate you all. 

Two days later that same freshman sat in the back row 

over there somewhere as President Truman, all charged up by his 

single-handed election victory, reported as the Constitution 

requires on the State of the Union. 

When the bipartisan applause stopped, President Truman 

said: 

"I am happy to report to this Eighty-first Congress that 

the state of the Union is good. Our Nation is better able than 

ever before to meet the needs of the American people, and to 

their 
give them/fair chance in the pursuit of happiness. It is 

foremost among the nations of the world in the search of peace." 

, 
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Today the freshman Member from Michigan stands where Mr. 

Truman stood and I must say to you that the State of the Union 

is not good# 

Millions of Americans are ~ut of work. 

Recession and inflation are eroding the money of millions 

more. 

Prices are too high and sales are too slow. 

about 
This year's F~deral deficit will be/$30 billion; next 

year's probably $45 billion. • ~ j ~~ · 

vI .r.l ~ J,.t·· ~ ~ t::le.,t;:t-wJ/i. ~ '1:i ~ ' 00 ~' 
·111. (l ~ ..,... .. 
1 J/r- Our plant capacity and productivity are not increasing 
~:l-l 

fast enough. 

We depend on others for essential energy. 

.. 
Some people question their government's ability -- mine 

and yours -- to make the hard decisions and stick with them. 

~ 
They expect/Washington politics as usual. 

Yet, what President Truman said on January 5, 1949 is even 

more true in 1975. 

(MORE) 

, 
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We are better able to meet the peoples' needs. 

All Americans do have a fairer chance to pursue happiness. 

Not only are we still the foremost nation in pursuit of 

peace, but today's prospects of attaining it are infinitely 

brighter. 

Truman said the State of the Union in 1949 was go~ 

and r say it i~ tisa 
< 

Ye1;; future historians, surveying thfi ,~ta-

f"!lstie_,, liidY Say WE weF8 \slgtb x.zra..p.g. 

In eomparable dollars, the medium family income for all 

doubled during those 26 years. 

There were 59,~,000 Americans, not counting the milita~y, 

employed at the start of 1949. Now there are 85,~,000 who 

have jobs. 

"'u s c as con r s n ± rr g o f a 11 , our g r o s s n a c t u n a 1 p F s a ,, c r ; 11 

ttie postwar Boom of 194~ stood at $259 btliiun • "81!1;; ia e Q~ay' s 

.-recess1on 1f 1s $1,416 bl!!lort, over five timeB as gre_at. 

Now I want to speak very bluntly. 

(MORE) 
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What future historians say about 1975 is not so important 

to you and to me as what the American people say about us in 

1976. And unl~e get things going again, we will not ~e 
~ir~y Congress blamini the President or the President 

blaming the Congress. The American people want action and it 

will take both of us to give them what they want. 
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. QJkt-J 

want to work with you for national recovery. ttalk~ 
of a Republican prog or a Democrat 

',~ 

program or a liberal program - '::. 

~', 
energy cris~~nd the future of our 

~~ 

I am willing to listen all your proposals. 

ome to the White House, I will not look at the politl behind 

ideas but only at the potential good ahead. I will meet constructive 

critics more than half way. 

·movement between 

are moving 

in the right direction. 

What we can do immediately is to begin to change our ways. 

It will take months --not days or weeks --to see real progress, and 

years to see real solutions, but progress and solutions can be achieved. 

And they will. 

, 
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Part of our trouble is that we have been self-indulgent. For 

decades we have been voting ourselves ever-increasing levels of 

government benefits, and now the bill has come due. 

Earlie:~; I mentioned the anticipated federal deficits -- for fiscal 

year 1975, $30 billion; for fiscal 1976, $45 billion. Both of these are 

bad news. But let me add another element. The federal debt is 

$483.6 billion., Because of these deficits, the debt limitation will have ? 

to be raised by $ ______ _ 

A year ago, when the 1975 budget was submitted, the anticipated 

12
1 

U 1' AIJ -" • 
deficit was $ -, T ~ 

-~~~~~~~ 
In the interim, however~ceipts of 

~ $/OL and higher unemployment payments eil66-l~~==~::::::~=~::::::!f• 

public service employ·ment costs of$~~ and other anti!.cession 

' *' expenses of$ 3 ~ -- all of these added $22 billion to this year's 

federal deficit. 

Is the current recession the only or fundamental cause of our 

federal financial difficulties? No, there is a far more basic problem. 

, 

"' • 
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(P • ~~ 
'F-ins; :::0::: our national economic problem is the growth of 

p~~· 
federal spending/ We have been adding so many new programs that the 

size and growth of the federal budget has taken on a life of its own. In 

1865, federal expenditures rose beyond the $1 billion mark for the first 

time. It took 76 years more, till 1941, for federal expenditures to 

go beyond the $10 billion level. It took only 20 more years for federal 

expenditures to rise beyond the $100 billion mark. In just 8 more years 

federal spending reached $200 billion, and just 5 years later, the present 

fiscal year, federal spending passed the $300 billion mark. We are 

now adding some $40 to $50 billion to federal expenditures each year. 

We have developed a whole series of special programs that 

contribute to the well being of tens of millions of persons: social security, 

medicare, food stamps, veterans benefits, welfare, unemployment 

insurance. But we have not considered fully the effects of our efforts 

to pay for these programs. 

, 
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One characteristic of these programs is that their cost increases 

automatically every year because the number of people eligible for 

most of these benefits increases every year. When these programs 

are enacted, there is no dollar amount affixed to them. We do not 

know what they will cost. All we know is that whatever they cost this 

year, they will cost more next year. 

It is a question of simple arithmetic. Unless we check the excessive 

growth of government expenditure, or impose on ourselves matching 

increases in taxes, we will run as we are huge inflationary deficits 

in the federal budget. 

I have already submitted to the Congress a list of budget cuts 

and there are more recommended in the budget I will present to the 

Congress. Even so the level of billion of outlays for fiscal year 1976 is 

still much too high. Not only is it too high for this year but the decisions 

we make now will inevitably have a major and growing impact on 

, 
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expenditure levels in future years. If we project the current built-in 

momentum of federal spending through the next 15 years, federal, state, 

and local government expenditures could easily comprise nearly half 

of our gross national product by 1990. This compares with less than 

a third in 1 9 7 5 • 

As a consequence, there must be no new spending programs 

for fiscal 1976, except for our energy program. We must limit 

the size of the automatic cost-of-living increases associated with 

many programs, including social security, to a limit of 5 percent 

this year. Federal employee and retirement pension increases must 

come under the same 5 percent limit. 

None of these recommended ceiling limitations, over which the 

Congress has final authority, will be easy to make, since in most 

cases they involve anticipated payments to deserving persons. Nonetheless, 
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it must be done. I recommend the action with great regret. I must emphasize 

that I am not asking that we eliminate or reduce these programs. I am 

recommending that we slow down to 5 pe::ent the rate at which these programs 

will expand. 

Now, what is wrong with such sizable federal deficits? Some 

people, including some economists, think that a government budget deficit, 

~.~-~ 
even larger than the $M billionf we are estimating for next year, is not a 

bad thing. Let me explain why I think it is essential for us to avoid 

deficits of that size, except on a very temporary basis. 

When there is a budget deficit,- the federal government competes in the 

money markets for funds that private businesses need to expand their 

productive capacity. 

t • 

It is difficult, if not impossible, for private~~ 

to compete on equal terms with the federal government when the government 

needs to borrow money. The government will borrow all its needs to cover 

the deficit no matter how high the interest rates go up. But many private 

, 
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borrowers cannot borrow when interest rates go too high and will try, instead, 

to get along without the money. Businesses will cut back on their plans for 

investment in added production, which means cutting back on the number of 

workers they will need. And individuals cannot afford to buy homes, cars, and 

household goods, when interest rates go too high. Sales fall off and 

this leads to recession and rising unemployment. 

If, in respons~, the Federal Reserve system attempts to make up for 

the excess credit that the Federal government pre-empts, it will print too 

much money, which leads to inflation and, eventually, also to recession. 

Only a reduction in the growth in spending, in my opinion, can keep 

federal borrowing down and reduce the damage to the private sector from high 

interest rates. Only a reduction in spending can make it possible for the 

Federal Reserve System to avoid an inflationary gorwth in the money supply and 

thus restore balance to our economy. Only a major reduction in federal spending 

can dispel the uncertainty that so many feel about our economy, and put us on the 

, 
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way to curing the economic disease called "stagflation." -----...... 
Bitter medicine is never pleasant, but if we are sensible we 

swallow it because it is better than being sick. Let us not turn away from this 

-MORE-

, 
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medicine because it is bitter, but let us instead consider what the 

consequences will be if we do not take our medicine. 

If we do not act to slow down the rate of increase in federal 

spending, the United States Treasury will be legally obligated to 

spend more than $365 billion in fiscal year 1976 -- even if there are 

no new programs voted. 

Once again we would find ourselves with rapid inflation, followed 

almost immediately by a recession probably much worse than the one 

we are experiencing today. These are not matters of conjecture or 

prediction, but of simple arithmetic. The size of these numbers and 

their implications for our everyday .life and the health of our economic 

system are truly sobering. 

The urgent need for us to stop the growth of federal spending is 

intensified by the fact that the current situation ·makes a tax cut essential. 

We must restore purchasing power to consumers, and incentives to businesses 

to start investing in making more jobs instead of laying off workers. 

, 
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One immediate step we can take is to reduce taxes. 

A tax cut is needed now. Incomes have been rising although real 

purchasing power has declined as a result of inflation. These income 

increases have had the effect of putting many in a higher tax bracket 

and that, in effect, has been a hidden tax-rate increase. 

(MORE) 

, 
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To stimulate business and industry and to give people cash to 

spend, I request an across-the-board, one-year tax reduction of 

$16 billion. Three-quarters would go to individuals and one-quarter to 

promote business investment. This is approximately the ratio that 

individual income taxes bear to corporate income taxes. 

This cash rebate to individuals amounts to 12 percent of 1974 tax 

payments. Families will get as much as $1,000. It is a strong dose of 

anti-recession medicine. 

I call today on the Congress to act by April 1. If the Congress 

does so, the Government can send the first check for half the rebate 

in May and the second by September. 

The other one-fourth of the cut, about $4 billion, will go to 

businesses, including farms, to promote expansion and create more 

jobs. 

The one -year reduction would be in the form of a liberalized 

investment tax credit increasing the rate from 4 percent to 12 percent 

, 



for utilities and from 7 percent to 12 percent for all other enterprises. 

I recognize that this tax cut does not embody the more 

fundamental reforms needed in our tax system. But it puts us 

in the right direction -- allowing the citizen rather than the 

Government to spend earned income. A package of tax reform 

/\~ ~ 
'-~s will be ,..~! ill 'to the Congress by --------

From adversity, let us seize opportunity. Now is the time 

to remove the distortions to our tax system wrought by inflation. 

People have been pushed into higher tax brackets by inflation 

with a consequent reduction in their actual spending power. 

Business taxes are similarly distorted because inflation exaggerates 

reported profits -- meaning excessive taxes. 

, 



I am gravely concerned about America's rate of productivity. 

During our rise to greatness, American plowed more and more 

financial resources into new plants and equipment. Jobs expanded 

to serve a growing population. In the last decade, our industrial 

machine began slowing down. If we let it grind t&ard • a halt, our 

nation would stagnate. We must change the direction and start increas-

ing productivity. 

I have therefore asked the Vice President to take charge of a vital 

new effort to lift our standards of productivity. With his help, I will seek 

new methods to improve efficiency, to increase cooperation between 

labor and management, to encourage capital investment, and to find 

a proper balance between environmental protection and economic growth. 

This will not be another interminable study. It will be done by -------

, 



I have just completed an intensive review of the budget for fiscal 

year 1976. Expenditures total $345 billion. This is an unacceptable 

upward surge of anticipated spending. • It is based on well-intentioned 

legislation enacted when our circumstances were better. In our present 

national state of economic emergency, we simply cannot afford all of 

these programs. 

Conscious of my responsibility as chief executive, and mindful 

of the realities of our budget, I have concluded that there must be a 

one-year moratorium on new Federal spending programs. Except to 

increase energy and meet emergency international security requirements, 

I shall recommend no new spending. I regret that circumstances will 

force me to veto any new appropriations adopted by the Congress with 

the exceptions mentioned. 

This forces me to request the Congress to immediately enact 

legislation to pare down many programs and basically reform others. 

, 



At the same time, I urge you to place a 5 percent limit on 

Federal pay increases even though comparability with nongovern-

mental wages might justify more. 

In all Government programs tied to the consumer price index --

including social security, civil service and military retirement pay, 

and food stamps -- I am asking for a 5 percent ceiling on increases 

for this year. 

These proposed limitations would realize an estimated $5 billion 

savings in Federal outlays in 12 months. Washington should be practicing 

what it preaches in budgetary restraint. 

I will do my utmost to assure fairplay in this difficult period. When 

there is less to go around, everybody must sacrifice. All must exercise 

~ 
restraint in demands for incrased ~·•it -- or increased pay. The burdens of 

the times must be equally divided, equally shared. T4les& wae al3ttse taeir 

EMOIIVIiitc powEt willltea± f± exn Iii&.. So will those who seek a free ride. 

, 
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We must provide new direction to our nation's income se-

curity system -- that tangle of programs which provides assistance 

to the poor, the elderly, the sick, and to others. Today's 

system, riddled with inefficiency and increasingly expensive, 

serves the best interest of neither the recipients nor the tax-

payers. I will work with Congress to devise new, more efficient 

and effective programs. 

In the closing days of 1974, the Congress enacted and I 

signed into law an emergency public service bill. It provides 

jobs for 300,000 people now out of work. So far, 

jobless have been put to work under this program. It extends 

unemployment assistance for others. Let us agree today to con-

tinue assisting those who are hurt the most. 

In my address to the Joint Session last October, I urged 

enactment of legislation to stimulate the housing industry. 

Working together, and with urgency, we got a good bill which 

made most home mortgages eligible for purchase by an agency of 

the Federal Government. 

(MORE) 

, 



$3 billion has been committed under program for 

in addition to th of Federal funds 

purchases under other programs over the past twelve months. 

There are hopeful signs -- such as lowered mortgage interest 

rates and increased savings flows to our thrift institutions -- which have 

appeared over the last three months and hold real promise for a significant 

up-turn in the second half of this year. However, since the housing 

industry presently continues in its most severe recession since the end 

of World War Two, we must accelerate this anticipated upward trend. 

Accordingly, I shall make available an additional $3 billion for 

mortgage purchases, but this time with one -half of this amount devoted to a 

special program for lower-priced homes. Under this special program, 

the interest rate for a three bedroom new ho·me costing less than $26, 000 

will be 5-3/4 percent --well within the purchasing power of a family 

at the Nation's median income of $13, 000., 

, 



To summarize: 

"-( 
~-

-- Petroleum is presently available fro·m foreign sources --but 

at arbitrarily high prices, causing massive outflow of dollars, and 

leaving us vulnerable to another embargo. 

--Domestic oil production continues to decline. 

-- Total American petroleum consu·mption is increasing, although 

at slower rates because of higher prices. 

-- Natural gas shortages are forcing curtailment of supplies. 

This is resulting in unemployment, reductions in production of fertilizer 

to increase food supplies, and increased demand for alternative fuels --

especially imported oil." 

-- Coal production is at about the same level as in the 1930's. 

-- Nuclear energy accounts for only one percent of total needs. 

New plants are being delayed, postponed or cancelled. 

-- Overall energy consumption_ is increased. 

, 



-- American vulnerability to a foreign oil embargo is increasing 

with higher imports. It will continue to do so until we take action. 

I am today presenting the Congress with a plan to make us 

invulnerable to cut-offs of insecure for.eign oil. It will require sacrifices. 

But it will work. As a first step, I am establishing the following national 

energy goals to assure that our future is as secure and productive as 

our past: 

First, we must reduce oil imports by 1 million barrels per day 

by the end d.fuis year and by 2 million barrels per day by the end of 1977. 

Second, we must end vulnerability to economic disruption by foreign 

suppliers by 1985. This means that by 1985 we should import no more 

than 3 to 5 million barrels per day, all of which must be immediately 

replaceable from storage and standby measures in the event of a supply 

disruption. 
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We must develop our energy technology and resources so that 

the United States has the ability to supply a significant share of the energy 

needs of the Free World by the end of this century. All of these goals 

involve economic and political costs. They cannot be fully achieved 

through natural market forces operating within current national and 

international policies. 

To attain these objectives, we need drastic, immediate action 

to cut imports. Unfortunately, our volunteer efforts have not achieved 

what must be done. We have not acted with sufficient speed in developing 

our coal, gas, oil and nuclear power. We need new energy conservation 

programs. We need a new emergency standby program and a strategic 

storage system which includes over one billion barrels of new oil storage. 

In the short-term, there are only a limited number of actions 

which can increase domestic supply. I intend to pursue all of them. 

I propose quick action on legislation to allow commercial production 

at the Elk Hills, California, Naval Petroleum Reserv~ of up to 160 thousand 
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barrels per day as soon as possible in 1975, and up to 300 thousand barrels 

per day by the end of 1977. The Secretaries of the Interior and Defense 

have worked and will continue to cooperate with the Congress on needed 

legislative authority. 

In order that we make greater use of domestic coal resources, 

I am submitting a set of comprehensive amendments to the Energy Supply 

(MORE) 
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and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974., These will greatly increase 

the number of energy producing plants that can be converted to coal in 

the next few years. The current law only allows 23,000 barrels per day 

of conversions in 1975. These amendments could allow almost 100,000 

barrels per day to be saved in 1975 and 300,000 in 1977. 

Voluntary conservation continues essential. The Federal Energy 

Administration will step up its energy conservation public information 

program. But tougher programs are also needed. 

I am, administratively raising the fee on all imported crude 

oil, natural gas liquids and petroleum products. The fee levels will be 

one dollar per barrel effective February 1; two dollars on March 1; and 

three dollars on April 1. The crude price equalization program and 

product fee rebates will 

(MORE) 
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be modified to mitigate disproportionate benefits or adverse impacts 

in any single area of our country. 

The permanent legislative package I am requesting to conserve 

energy use is a tough program. To summarize: 

--Excise taxes and import fees of two dollars per barrel on 

all crude oil, and product imports. 

-- Deregulation of new natural gas as previously proposed 

by the Administration. 

--An excise tax of 37 cents per thousand cubic feet on all natural 

gas to equal the two dollars oil excise tax on a thermal 

equivalency basis. 

-- A windfall profits tax to ensure that no single sector of our 

economy gains unduly while other make sacrifices. I will 

also take steps to administratively decontrol the price of 

crude oil on April 1 and urge Congressional enact-ment of 

this windfall tax by that date. 



The administrative actions I am taking to initiate the cutback 

of American dependence on foreign petroleum products will be phased 

out when Congress completes action on the legislative package I have 

just described. The sooner Congress acts, the more effective the oil 

conservation program will be and the quicker the Federal revenues can 

be returned to our people. 

Accordingly, in addition to 1974 tax rebate, I propose that 

income taxes for 1975 and thereafter, principally affecting lower and 

middle income taxpayers, be reduced by increasing the low income 

allowance and by reducing the tax rate for this group. The -total tax 

reduction will amount to about $16. 5 billion. 

For example, the effect for a typical family of four with a gross 

income of $5, 600 would pay no income tax at all. A family of four with 

an adjusted gross income of $12, 500 would save $300 of the $1, 260 they 

now pay. Families grossing $20,000 would receive a reduction of $210. 
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For people who can least afford the damage done by inflation 

and pay no income tax at all, I propose a payment of $80 to every 

person 18 years of age and older. Such payments will total $1.8 billion. 

There will be a special credit to homeowners, totalling a half-

billion dollars, to give a 15 percent tax credit for up to $1, 000 of 

expenditures on storm windows and doors or adding insulation to their 

homes. 

State and local governments will receive $2 billion in additional 

revenue sharing to offset increased energy costs. 

To offset inflation distortions and to generate more economic 

activity, the corporate tax rate will be reduced from 48 percent to 

42 percent. This will amount to $6. 5 billion. 

The remaining $3 billion represents the Federal Government's 

own cost for higher fuel prices. 

This makes a total of $30 billion restored to the economy to deal with 

the distortions and inequities caused by inflation and higher energy costs. It 

goes mainly to reduce the taxation of low and middle income groups. 
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By 1985, the vulnerability of the United States to economic 

disruption by foreign energy suppliers must be eliminated. To meet 

the 1985 target: 

Coal production must almost double; trends must be reversed 

to realize our fullest potential in oil and gas production; nuclear power 

must increase to ·more than ten times current levels; and emerging 

energy sources have to accelerate. 

The largest part of increased oil production will have to come 

from wells drilled in major new frontier areas. Thus, our position 

on Outer Continental Shelf leasing and development must be clear. 

(MORE) 
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Therefore, I now reaffirm that it is the intent of this Administration 

to move ahead with exploration, leasing and production in those 

• 
frontier areas of the Outer Continental Shelf where the environ-

mental risks are judged to be acceptable. 

Our Naval Petroleum Reserves Number 4 in Alaska has not yet 

been significantly explored or developed. We have been consulting 

and working with Congress and will soon forward legislation to 

authorize the exploration, development, and production of NPR-4 

to provide petroleum for the domestic economy and military needs. 

Our most abundant domestic resource, coal, is severely 

limited by markets. We must strike a new compromise on en-

vironmental concerns with coal. 
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I vetoed the strip mining legislation passed by the last Congress. 

With some changes, I am prepared to sign a revised version into law. 

The Federal Government owns over 200 billion tons of coal 

reserves. Currently 16 billion tons on Federal lands are under lease, 

although only 6 billion are currently scheduled to support production by 

1980. To assure rapid production from existing leases and to make new, 

low sulfur supplies available, I have directed the Secretary of the Interior 

to adopt legal diligence requirements to as sure production from existing 

leases and to design a new program of coal leasing consistent with timely 

development, adequate return on public resources, and environmental 

protection. 

To rejuvenate our lagging nuclear power program, I am announcing 

a markedly increased budget appropriation for nuclear waste management 

and for continued improvements in safeguards. I will also resubmit the 

the Nuclear Facility Licensing Act and urge prompt Congressional action 

on this bill. 
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In recent months, utilities have cancelled or postponed over 

60 percent of planned nuclear expansion and 30 percent of planned 

additions to non-nuclear capacity. Financing problems for that industry 

are worsening, badly needed jobs are lost, and the serious danger of a 

lack of nuclear and coal generating capacity and increased dependence 

on oil in the years ahead becomes more acute. 

~RoPoSI~~/ 
I am therefore p•upl:i~ and will soon forward, legislation to 

provide for: 

-- An increased in the investment tax credit for electric utilities 

from the current 4 percent to a level which eliminates the gap 

between its tax credit and those of other industries. 

-- While this higher investment tax credit will be available for all 

industry in 197 5, to stimulate the construction of coal and 
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nuclear plants, I will recommend the extension of the 

credit for two additional years for these priority facilities. 

--Selective reform of state utility commission regulations. 

The Federal Government must take actions to encourage and 

protect domestic energy investment in the face of significant world price 

uncertainty. To do so is the only way to ensure our progress to 

energy independence by 1985. 

To provide this stability for our energy production and 

conservation program, I will request legislation to authorize tariffs, 

import quotas or other measures to protect our energy prices at 

levels which will achieve full national capability for self-sufficiency 

and protect our energy industry and jobs. 

Heating and cooling of buildings account for almost 20 percent 

of total United States energy consumption. Energy savings of above 
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30 percent can be realized by energy efficient construction. I 

therefore propose legislation to make thermal efficiency standards 

mandatory for all new buildings in the United States. 

Since potential savings are even greater for existing homes, 

I propose legislation for a new 15 percent tax credit for investments 

of up to $1, 000 for those owners of existing homes who add insulation, 

storm doors and windows or other energy efficiency improvements 

to their homes. 

In addition, I am recommending today the establishment of an 

energy conservation program for low-income families. Under this 

program, which will be funded at $55 million in Fiscal Year 1976, 

the Federal Government will purchase insulation supplies and have 

volunteers install them. 
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To improve automobile efficiency, I propose legislation to 

extend automotive emission standards for hydrocarbons and carbon 

monoxide for 5 years at current California regulatory levels and 

to implement a 3. 1 grams per mile nitrogen oxide standard. 

Based on the passage of this amendment to the Clean Air 

Act of 1970, I have received written pledges from the three largest 

domestic automobile manufacturers that will enable us to make that 40 

percent efficiency improvement in gasoline mileage. 

Manufacturers of major household appliances must make a 

similar effort. I am directing the Energy Resources Council to 

set efficiency standards for major appliances, and to secure within 

six months signed pledges from the appliance industry. 
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These proposals and actions, taken together, can reduce our 

dependence on foreign energy supplies to 3-5 million barrels per day by 

1985. 

I will propose standby emergency legislation and a new strategic 

storage program of 1 billion barrels of oil for domestic needs and 

300 million of storage for the defense to make the U.S. invulnerable to 

any disruption of the remaining imports. 

For the future, we must be able to help other nations through 

development of new energy technology. We must, in the 1980's and 

beyond, find new, cleaner ways to use coal. We must tap our gigantic 

deposits of oil shale. We must develop solar, geothermal, nuclear, 

and other energy forms. And these and other resources must be 

developed in ways that do not unwisely damage the world 1 s environ·ment. 

I will propose whatever funds are needed for future research 

and development activities to ensure that America. can maintain its 

energy independence. I have also established a goal of 1 million barrels 
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of synthetic fuels and shale oil production by 1985 and will implement 

an incentives program to assure we achieve it. 

If the Congress and the American people will now consider 

these goals that I have set for the short-term, the mid-term and the 

years beyond, I believe we can all agree that they are attainable. 

This message is not intended to answer all the complex 

needs of America. 

Other aspects of the State of the Union will be addressed later. 

Detailed messages on the Budget, the Economy and other messages to 

the Congress will be submitted later. I will make specific recommen-

dations for domestic legislation such as general revenue sharing and 

extension of the voting rights act. 

Recession has joined inflation as Public Enemy Number One. 

Our first concern is jobs. The jobs we seek are in the factories, 

mines and oil fields -- on the farms and in the offices and shopping 
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centers of America. Beginning today, every single recommendation 

of this Administration will be mindful of the need for activation of 

the American work force. Let us mobilize the most powerful and 

creative industrial nation that ever existed on this earth. 

(MORE) 
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These major new programs will place us in a position to gain 

international cooperation rondeal with economic tactics that now threaten the 

world. 
• 

I am directing the Secretary of State to establish within the 

new International Energy Agency a broad international program of 

energy cooperation in the areas of conservation and the development 

of new energy supplies. By working together, oil importing nations 

can reestablish an equitable balance between buyers and sellers in the 

international oil market. 

Over the next decade, internatim al cooperation can reduce 

Free World reliance on imported oil to an economically and politically 

,/J1J!.W 
acceptable level. But we~ also anct a series of oil and financial 

safety nets to protect our vital interest through the next few 

years. 
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We urgently need new international financial arrangements to help 

handle the huge balance of payments deficits caused by present oil prices 

and to limit their destabilizing effect on our economies. We and other 

consuming countries must construct arrangements which promote 

financial solidarity and reduce our vulnerability. Economic disarray 

could threaten democratic institutions, undermine political cooperation 

and trade, and stimulate unpredictable international tensions. This 

must not happen. 

We are negotiating for courses of action on conservation, 

emergency sharing and financial solidarity with friendly, industrial 

nations. · 

INSERT KISSINGER SECT ION HERE 
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~t is why I come to this Congress with my hand outstretched, 

but with my sleeves rolled up. I want to work with you, not fight 

with you:] When I became President only five months ago, I promised 

the last Congress a policy of communication, conciliation, compro-

mise and cooperation. I renew that pledge to the new members o~ 

this ~Congress. ~eed not tell you this is a two-way street, 

CL~ 

half-way dow~ but I am prepared to meet you more than 

I have Mt e&tll¥ asked the American people for their support, 

not for every number and every comma in this message, but for the 

~ 
basic changes in direction that are necessary to reme@~ what is 

w~ and multiply what is i~ about the State of our Union. 

I know that you will seek the support of your constituents 

in the same spirit because they are, after all, the same constituents 

My economic recovery program and energy plans are~( 
as mine. 

.. expect your great braich of our Federal 

government to work its will upon them. I ask only three guiding 

. -- ---~- -~ .. - -,-- - - .. -. 
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considerations: that they be treated as parts of a single problem 

with an interlocking solution; that the will of the Congress con-

form to the real will of the American people; and that you act with 

all possible dispatch. 

"Delay is preferable to error," Thomas Jefferson is said to 

have warned President George Washington at the outset of the American 

Presidency. In the urgency of today's challenge I believe that 

action is preferable to perfection. I believe we can best honor 

our 200th birthday by looking to the future rather than the past. 

If any people have the strength, the resolution, the ex-

perience, and the ability to maintain their freedom, we are that 

people. I am confident that we will limit ourselves and govern 

ourselves wisely, as we have done for almost 200 years. We make 

blunders, we lose our way, but we have sound fundamental principles, 

we have a wise and tested Constitution, and we have the principles 

~TZu.~~~ 
of the Declaration of Independencejto guide ~s. We rarely measure 

up to those stern standards, but we always know how to measure 

ourselves and by how much we have fallen short, and what we must 
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